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About This Content

"It's a heatwave! This is awful, I'm sitting here in a puddle of my own sweat. At least I hope it's sweat.

There’s more than a hint of morgue in the air, some older townsfolk are keeling over from exhaustion and dehydration, Fire
Demons are running rampant in the outer villages.

Worst of all, I can’t even get my favourite ice cream. It’s so unfair. Why does everything bad happen to me?”

It’s time to send some chumps out to do your dirty work, namely fetch some ice cream. Things get a bit complicated when it
turns out the Ice Cream Monks are under siege from Brainiacs intent on destroying all the ice cream. I guess we could team up

with them… but maybe there’s a way to turn this situation to the Guild’s advantage?

More quests, monsters and bosses!
Explore the snowy mountains, visit the ice cream monks, battle new monsters like the Slushie Elemental and the Pygmy

Mammoth!

Find new Dungeoneers for the guild!
Recruit three new classes of dungeoneer with the Yodeller, the Ice Cream Monk, and the Snowitch.

Loads of new loot!
24 new pieces of equippable loot to be found throughout Guild of Dungeoneering makes for huge replayability. Expand the full

game with these new items.
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More Bardic tunes
It’s the bard that everyone loves to hate! And he’s back with some more tunes to accompany your successes… and your failures.

Favour: a new way to play
Ice Cream Headaches brings an important new mechanic into play called Favour.

Any time you draw a room or corridor tile it may have a Rune of Fate inscribed on it. Place this in the dungeon and defeat a
monster there to gain Favour with the Fates.

Favour can be spent any time during the dungeon run on powerful card-manipulation effects. You could draw extra cards in
battle or even remove one of your weaker cards from your deck for the rest of the quest.

This adds a whole new strategic element to dungeon creation as you match up Runes with where you want your dungeoneer to
go. And once you build up some Favour you there are more strategic decisions to be made about how and when to best spend it!
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guild of dungeoneering ice cream headaches. guild of dungeoneering ice cream headaches steam. guild of dungeoneering ice
cream headaches gameplay. guild of dungeoneering ice cream headaches ost

A short string of quirky little "questy" minigames in a top-down console RPG frame. Super short, prods at the player a lot and
ends with a Blast of Great Art.. Very nice little game. Perfect for just chillin out on a laptop or something since it has pretty
much no special system requirements. Something to do when you don't feel like playing the latest action game. If you like
management and life sim type stuff, you will like this game. Go from humble beginnings to king of the hill.. It's fun. It has a
LOT more gameplay depth than "Reigns", with which it shares the swipe left \/ right mechanic as well as a tongue-in-cheek
medieval theme.

It has rogue-like mechanics; you build a team of people based on humorous Tinder \/ Internet stereotypes wedged into medieval
caricatures, choose a quest, then progress through a series of dilemmas in which you choose which of these adventurers attempts
to resolve the problem. Morale goes up or down depending on your success, and is also affected by the interactions between the
party members; your final success chance is greatly influenced by how high you manage to push your morale during the quest
stage. Finish, and you can try to "friend" a member of your party to form the core of your next group, and move on to the next
stage. Continue succeeding, and you can do another major quest. You fail when you run out of gold, and can start a new game.
There are some upgrade mechanics along the way, in which you must risk the benefits of the upgrades versus the cost in gold.

There is no saving, only auto-saves on node completion.

Some of the character classes are baffling to me, and I'm not sure whether they are ever a good idea to have on the adventure; I
found myself gravitating to the same classes on each play-through and avoiding others. I haven't played that much yet, however,
so it's possible I'm just seeing early encounters that require specific skills.

I would rather play it on a tablet given the choice, but it appears only to be on the PC at the moment.

It would be nice to see the game engine used with a more serious story and dialogue, but the humor version is okay. It's probably
funnier if you've used Tinder (I have not).. Millenium is an amazing game series, this is the first RPG I ever played on Steam
and I haven't yet found anything that beats it. Millenium will always be my favouite I couldn't recommend it any more highly..
This game is broken. It does not handle multi-monitor setups in X properly. It requests full-screen and gets exactly that on one
monitor, as it should, but it renders as if it was using the full desktop area – and provides no obvious means of correcting that.
Toggling full-screen via the window manager should cause it to adjust accordingly, but no, it ignores window resizing (despite
the window being resized as a result)…

There does appear to be a built-in full-screen toggle (I usually just use the toggle provided by the window manager), but even
with the game ‘properly’ in windowed mode, it doesn't even allow me to resize the window so that it actually fits on one monitor.

This is utterly broken behaviour.

(They know about the problem now; it may yet be fixed.). When you wake up, you're in White Haven. You don't know anything
apart that a little girl needs you. However, this abandoned facility is creepy. And what's with antidote?

In other words, White Haven Mysteries has everything for me to enjoy: dark plot, mysterious places and a constant question of
why you? However, the game is giving away quickly the twist of the story... But still, it was exciting to know more. And
unfortunately, well, I'm still confused about many elements.

The gameplay is standard: find items, clear hidden objects, solve puzzles, etc.. The hidden objects scenes are quite a thing: big
list, items well hidden or partially visible, etc.. The puzzles were quite easy. I didn't really need to use the skip button. However,
sometimes, it wasn't easy to find your way through. But each area cleared is tagged as such, so, you know where to go
ultimately.

The graphics are good and the soundtrack is really giving you creepy feelings. I understand that the game is aimed more towards
horror and moments to jump on your chair, however, it's soft.

Apart the fact that on Win 8.1, I have to close Steam through the task manager because once White Haven closed, it's still giving
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a signal that I'm still in the game, White Haven Mysteries is really a decent HO games. I just wish that the plot makes more
sense (in the end, I still don't know what I was doing there, who brought me here, if there is any real person behind, etc..).
Anyway, I'm still recommending the game.. An amazing Hitman-style game from the east with many features that would only be
seen in later titles, such as certain guards being suspicious of disguises. The game is also, in my opinion, far more realistic, with
permits, more common searches and generally smarter guards. Level design is solid albeit the English voice acting in one of the
levels will give you 5 kinds of cancer. Make sure to play it in your native resolution or the game will bug out to the point of
being unplayable.. I recently wrote a bad review about the game. The dummy was broken and nothing worked. If this does
happen to you, contact the dev cuz he helped me. I do reccomend this game and I take back wha I said about it. Its cheap so buy
it and its fun.

Sincerely,

DDG Killpro82902. Randomly Generated Dungeon,has minotaur in some where. The agression range is very high,makes of
frustrating encounters.Has 1 level + endless mode. 4 items, medpack,gold thread to show the way, cuirass armor,one more item i
never found and 1 weapon , a gun. You can not kill the minotaur. Game last for 1h if you dont plan for more random labs with
same stuff in it.
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I did my chores, ate with my family, and then I exited the game.. ITS A GREAT PLANE ITS WORTH IT. So, let me start off
by saying I'm a little shocked. I noticed a great amount of the in game assets... Are very similiar if not exact to the game this is
inspired by (Star Wars Galaxies) such as the hairstyles and very much especially the skill tree which has nearly class by class and
skill box for skill box resemblance. While I do hope a SWG 2.0 becomes a thing, there is a lot of work to be done, especially in
terms of producing original asset content if this going to be the price tag of this game and it's MMO parent (Divergence Online).

I wandered around for about 30 minutes and the world felt more like a tech demo to me than an actual Early Access game I
normally find on Steam. I clipped through the ground multiple times, there appeared to be no spawns of any sort of lootable
objects within the vicinity, even outside the starting zone. Clicking on objects is very glitchy, and apparently examining things
doesn't work at the moment. Granted I did read the noob tip that spawning is currently haywire, so there is that to go with.
However I cannot recommend somebody pay a steep 30 bucks for this, maybe in the future when it is more polished.. Asome
game its so fun and its so wild!!
. Reflex Zero is a great little game designed to test your dexterity & reflexes as it confuses and hypnotists you into submission,
there is even a $10,000 prize for completing the game however all you'll probably be left with is a headache and your sanity in
tatters.

https:\/\/youtu.be\/jy_T2IhDQ2g
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